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Outline
- Introduction
- Techniques for mass measurements
S i t th d- p n measuremen  me o s
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ATLAS activities in SUSY
Supersymmetry physics one of the priorities of on-going
   
In the past (ATLAS Physics TDR 1998)
Fast simulation studies (parametrized detector response)
ATLAS studies
      , 
focus on discovery potential, reconstruction of s-particle 
masses for a few selected benchmark points
Now
 Full simulation studies
 Detector commissioning and systematics 
( / C Background estimation use validate latest M , techniques to 
measure background from data)
 New models and measurement techniques
Huge variety of models being studied.   In this talk mSUGRA
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SUSY Particle Spectrum










SM ti l R +1 SUSY ti l R 1 par c es = ,  par c es =-
R-parity conservation (multiplicative QN) implies:
- No proton decay
- SUSY particles are produced in pairs
- LSP is absolutely stable and present      
in the final state of every SUSY decay.
- WMAP results indicate cold dark matter. 
LSP is good candidate for cold dark matter         .
LSP : colorless uncharged interacts weakly  , ,  








 Scalar mass parameter - m0
 Gaugino mass parameter - m1/2   
 Trilinear coupling - A0
 Ratio of the Higgs vacum expectation values - tan(β)       
 Higgs mass parameter - sign(μ)
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Point SPS1a
A particularly extensive fast simulation study is available for SPS1a
point  in bulk region, favourable at the LHC, but defined prior to latest 
WMAP d t ith li d it l th f d It ill b d a a w  re c ens y arger an now avoure .  w  e use  
here to illustrate techniques to reconstruct the sparticle mass spectrum,
which can be used when SUSY bulk regions are chosen by nature           
m0= 100 GeV, m1/2=  250 GeV, 
A0= -100 GeV tan(β)=10 μ>0
Moderately heavy gluinos and squarks
  ,   ,  
    
Heavy and light gauginos
7light sleptons
Higgs at the limit
of LEP reach
New benchmark points
m0 m1/2 A0 tanβ signμ
C ihil ti SU1 70 350 0 10 +
Full detailed GEANT4 based simulation studies
oann a on 
Focus point     SU2 3550 300 0 10 +





, Favoured by gμ−2 at the 2σ level
Test software for data
WMAP: 
0 094<Ω h2<0 129
-     
reconstruction and analysis
- Study detector related . χ .
Stau1=LSP
systematics














Strongly interacting sparticles (squarks, gluinos) dominate LHC
production.Cascade decays to the stable χ10 
~
Event topology: 
– High pT jets (from squark/gluino decay)
– Large ETmiss signature (from LSP)
– High pT leptons, b-jets, t-jets 
(depending on model parameters)
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Missing transverse energy
Missing ET has an excellent discrimination power of  










•ETmiss > 100 GeV











•pT  e , pT  e



























Jets +ETmiss events 
Meff = ETmiss + ΣpTjets L=20 fb-1
E




ETmiss > min(100 GeV, 0.2 Meff)
pT (j1,j2,j3,j4) > 100, 100, 50, 50  GeV
No leptons
The peak of the distribution of the
effective mass: if visible above the
Meff (GeV)  




     
background, is strongly correlated 














F ll Si l ti
11
rs  es ma e o   mass sca e ovey .
Meff  peak (GeV)
u  mu a on
Mass measurements
In RPC models because of missing LSP, invariant 
masses formed from final state particles have no mass 
peaks
Alternative techniques
- sTransverse mass 
kinematic endpoints-  
- near the endpoint 




Ri ht k g  squar  mass






( ) ,cosh2222 ⎥⎦⎢⎣ +Δ++= BTCTBTCTCBA ppEEmmm η ,222 mpE TT += ( ) TE=ηcosh
⎤⎡
Only transverse components of missing particle momentum can be measured
( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎢⎣ +++= BTCTBTCTCBCTTT ppEEmmmCpBpm 2,, 222
22 mm ≤ AT
CCBBAA +++→+ 2 missing particles
Only sum of missing                                             for two undetectable 
particles can be measured.  sTransverse mass is:
( ) ( )2! CpCpp TTT +=
{ }{ }( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )   ,,  ,,,  max min 2221122 CTTTCTTTT mCpBpmmCpBpmm =
mm =max22 mm ≤ [Lester]
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AT 22 AT
By fitting endpoint of sTransverse mass, mass of particle A is obtained




SU1 stau coannihilation point100%qRqR    →   qq χ01 χ 1
(735 GeV)
   
M(qR)=711±5 GeV (735 GeV)
L=21 fb-1
Signature: 
- 2 high pT jets , 
E > 400 GeV
- large missing energy
T miss  
2 jets with pT > 200 GeV
ΔR(j1 j2) > 1 sTransverse mass (GeV),   
MT22 = min [ max { mT2(pT, j1 , ET 1, M(χ10 ) ), mT2( pT, j2 , ET 2, M(χ10 ) }  ]
~~
ET1 ,   ET2




Fast sim.~~ missEllll +→ −+
G VlMG VM 202)~(96)~( 0
 TLL
Signature: 2 SFOS leptons + missing transverse energy
sTransverse mass  MT2 Left slepton mass
ee L , 1 ==χ
t d t lcrea e a a a samp e
from signal and 
background events
compare shape of result
to a set of signal distrib.
f diff t l~or eren  L masses
pick fit with lowest χ2 
as the mass





D fi iti e n on
 Left squark cascade decay 
(fast, full simulation)
 Mass reconstruction 
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Kinematic endpoints
From relativistic kinematics follows that invariant masses have maximums 
and minimums (kinematic endpoints) which are functions of SUSY masses         . 
From set of endpoints measurements SUSY masses can be extracted.
C Q B B P A          + ,                 + 
Q B P
C A
Maximum PQ invariant mass
P d Q b k
invisible
 an   are ac  




Left squark cascade decay   





First decay chain to be reconstructed
Lq   ±l  ml
     
Signature: 2 SFOS leptons, 
high pT jet
Endpoints
  , 
missing energy
- l+ l- maximum    
- l+ l- q maximum
l+ l i i-  - q m n mum
- maximum for larger     l± q mass
- maximum for smaller l± q mass
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800 L=100 fb-fast sim.
2 SFOS leptons, pT>20, 10 GeV


















 ,  T , , ,  










SM background is negligible after event selection
qll edge qlmin edge
ll
qlmax edge qll threshold
0 40 80
21Invariant mass (GeV)
0 600 600 600 6000 0 0
[Osland]
Flavour subtraction
Reducible SUSY background are events with 2 SFOS 
(same-flavour opposite sign) leptons from two independent
decays: N(SFOS)=N(OFOS) ,  
mass distributions have identical shape
SFOS-OFOS subtraction removes background, and it is 
applied on all mass distributions





Mll  (GeV) Mll  (GeV)
Mass reconstruction
- 5 endpoint measurements and 4 unknown masses.  Over-constrained system 
of equations solved numerically by minimising χ2.
- We have only one set of endpoint measurements, one set of SUSY masses.
Ensemble of endpoint set of measurements is modeled and mass 
di t ib ti bt i ds r u ons are o a ne .
Endpoints are 









Fit results and mass reconstruction
SPS1a, L=100 fb-1
Energy scale error:
1%  jets, 0.1%  leptons
Δm(χ10)=  4.8 GeV    
Δm(χ20)=  4.7 GeV
m(χ10) =  96 GeV





Δm(lR) =  4.8 GeV     
Δm(qL)=   8.7 GeV
m(lR )  = 143 GeV














~   ~~ χχ mm llllR ±± →→
(e+e-) + β2(η) (μ+μ-) – β(η) (e+μ-) Cuts: 2j100+4j50+xE100
Selected events with two OS leptons.
4.20 fb-1 4.20 fb-1
No cuts
Edge =  100.3 ± 0.4  GeV 
Edge after cuts: 99.8 ± 1.2 GeV
SM Background expected to be negligible
after cuts. However, SUSY statistics also 
d d
Fit with a triangular distribution 
with gaussian smearing. 
Ed i d i h
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~   ~ ~~ χχ llqqllqq RL →→→





Mllqmax = 501 GeV Mllqmin = 271 GeV
600400200 200 400 600
Leptons combined with two jets with highest pT
Flavour subtraction & efficiency correction applied
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SU1: more complicate case ATLAS
00 ~~~~ llll Each s-lepton is close 
Full simulation
1,2   χχ qqqq RLL →→→ in mass to one of the 
neutralinos – one of 






   
Selection: e+e- or µ+µ- pair, no other cuts 
ee+μμ-eμ subtraction



























































0 200 400 600 800 1000
0
M(ll)max 58 19 G V (L) G V G V
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ll llq= .  e   
M(ll)max=100.9 GeV (R)
e M(llq)max=603 GeV e
SU2: more complicate case









~  ~  , ~ χχχ ll→ Δm = m(χn0) -m(χ10)=57, 76 GeV
i i
∼∼
D lepton mass 6.9 fb-1 D lepton mass after cuts 6.9 fb-1
ATLAS ATLAS
Full sim. Full sim.
Cuts to reject SM: 2j100+4j50+xE100
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With only 6.9 fb-1 of data we begin to see  the edge 
structure emerge. More statistics needed for fit.
Near the l+l- endpoint: gluino mass
00 ~~~~~ χχ +→→→→ −+ llbbllbbbbbbg 12  R
Gluino massNear l+l- endpoint holds approximation













  ,  :
⎠⎝ −+ll
where masses of             and      
are known from endpoints
300 fb-1 σ=2.2 GeV
( )01~m χ ( )02~m χ
Add 1 or 2 b jet to get sbottom and
    
measurements
    -      





 Tau signatures are important in much of the mSUGRA 
parameter space, particularly at high tanβ     
 At some points in the parameter space can only observe 
kinematic endpoints in       invariant mass distributionsτ
 Taus provide independent information on SUSY model even if 
lepton signatures are available
St i t t i t f l ft/ i ht t
~τ au mass e gens a es          are m x ure o  e r g  s au 
.       is the lightest slepton.





         ,   
soft taus (e.g. coannihilation point)    
 Need to focus on hadronic decays since the LHC vertex 
detectors cannot clearly identify τ →  lνν
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ATLAS





~~~ χχ mm ττττ ±± →→
τ±τ ±- τ+τ+- τ- τ-
Events with 2 OS tau leptons




•Trinagular shape distorted due to missing neutrino 
•Use MC fit and apply it to the background subtracted distribution using 
the endpoint and normalisation as parameters.
It i d d i ti f th d i t
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•  g ves goo  escr p on o  e en po n
Model parameters
From a given set of measurements one scans the parameter space and 
finds the points compatible with data. These points are fed to relic 
d i l l i li d iens ty ca cu ators to get constra nts on re c ens ty.
ATLAS t
SPS1a point, 300 fb-1 , Fast simulation
Micromegas 1 1 + measuremen s
Ωχh2 = 0.1921 ± 0.0053




Parameter          Expected precision (300 fb-1) 
m0 ± 1.2%







Stop/sbottom squarks have different properties than first 2 
generation of squarks
 Stop is lighter than other squarks tL << tR << q
~~~
 Stop (sbottom) mass eigenstates  t1,2 are mixture of left 
and right stop (sbottom) squarks   tL,R . Because of large 
t b l litti b t th t t
~
~
,  mass, arge mass sp ngs e ween e wo s ops 
(sbottoms). t1 is lightest squark. 
 Stop mass is related to the Higgs mass via radiative
~
          
corrections
 Their presence in decay chains are important elements        
in determining the underlying model
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Hadronic  top(W) decay →bjj
Top-bottom endpoints function of gluino, stop/sbottom, chargino       
masses
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Top-bottom mass reconstruction  
Excluding j jj → :|m m |< 15 GeV-   1 ,   jj - W   
- bjj  minimizing | mbjj - mt| 
- Scaling   mjj = mW  , mbjj  recalculated, 
|mbjj - mt |< 30 GeV
- mbjj + b jet → mtb






1Combinatorial background removed by 






















W :|mjj - mW | < 15 GeV




vB :| mjj – (mW + 30)| < 15 GeV
W-0.5(A+B)  subtraction
Stop/sbottom endpoints Fast simulation




l j d i i
Two closely spaced edges from the two decays: can measure a weighted average.
- tota  et energy an  m ss ng energy
- 2 b-jets, from 4 to 6 non-b jets 
- lepton veto
[Hi ]sano
M(tb)fit  = 455.2 ± 8.2(stat.) GeV 
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(expected: 471 GeV, 420 GeV)
Light stop and tb endpoint






Preliminary- ET miss   > 200  GeV- No leptons Fast sim. -njet  ≥ 3 ( ≠ b, τ jets), pT > 30 GeV,   
-|η|<3 ,  pT (j1) > 300 GeV
n(b jet)=2-  ,     
-30< pT (b1) <150 GeV,    
-30< pT (b2) <50   GeV
Measurement put constraints on gluino, stop, chargino masses.
GeV
37M(tb)fit  = 258.7 ± 0.3(stat.) ± 2.6(syst.)  GeV (expected: 255 GeV)
       
Spin measurements 
I ill b i l h i f ht w  e v ta  to measure t e sp ns o  t e new 
particles to demonstrate that they are indeed
the predicted super-partners.
Methods:
- charge asymmetry from left squark cascade 
decay 
- angular distributions from direct slepton 
production
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Method based on left squark decay     
00 ~~~~ χχ +→→→ −+ llll near
0 1/2 0
12 qqqq RL
First emitted lepton (“near”)
Due to neutralino spin 1/2,
l di t ib ti f l t i t
   
Ideal  distribution
angu ar s r u on o  s ep on s no  
spherically symmetric, and
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LHCC5 point, parton distributions















Obvious asymmetry! Opposite asymmetry!
if # k ti k
Some asymmetry inherited from 
boost of slepton in χ20 rest frame
[Barr]
->  same  squar s as an -squar s 
the effect cancels. LHC is pp collider → 
more quarks than antiquarks will be produced
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LHCC5 point, parton distributions
-Quarks/antiquarks are experimentally indistinguishable. Study of M(l-q) and 
M(l ) di ib i i f d i h di i i hi l / lf
   
+q  str ut ons s per orme  w t out st ngu s ng near  ar.
-Each distribution contains contribution from both near and far lepton and  










ter se ect on

















Asymmetry is negative for low 








va ues o  q  an  pos ve or 
large values. This is consistent 











~~~ χχ +→→→ ±± mlqlllqqq RL  
Asymmetry ( truth level) Asymmetry ( reconstruction level)
farnear
R lll +    ,
~




mll ±→ ~~ 0χ mll ±→
~~ 0χ
00 ~~~~ χχ +→→→ ±± mlqlllqqq
L2 R2
264 255 137
near and far leptons
12 LL







12 qqqq RL 154 137hard soft
56 GeVTwo edges in the dilepton mass 
98 GeV(for Left/Right slepton chains)
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SU1 asymmetries





asymmetry , parton level asymmetry, reconstruction level
1




Spin and direct slepton production
 Spin is important in direct slepton production which occurs through 
s channel spin 1 processes only-  -   .




- Characteristic angular  distributions 
in slepton pair production
Parton  distributions
   . 
- Distributions are different for SUSY 











1 ηθ η ΔΔ−−
Suitable for hadron colliders:
2== ell
    
- 1D function of pseudorapidity difference between final 
leptons         ,  ηΔ
- sensitive to slepton production angle, 
- Longitudinally boost invariant like        , ηΔ
ηΔ
- Interpreted as cosine of the polar angle between each      
lepton and the beam axis in the longitudinally boosted frame 




LHCC5 point,    Fast simulation.
200 fb-1 inclusive SUSY
First error bar = stat
[Barr1]
    
Outer error bar = SM bg subtraction
Yellow band = SUSY scale ± ~10%
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Conclusions
On a significant fraction of mSUGRA parameter space, the LHC 
would be able to measure the mass of qR, qL, b1, b2
M t t di d l ith F ll Si l ti d t fany measuremen s s u e  a so w  u  mu a on a a or a 
variety of points – they confirm that fast simulation results are 
realistic.
A d l i d d t t f th t i mo e - n epen en  measuremen  o  e s op mass s more 
challenging (but kinematical decays related to stop decays 
would be observed for most parameter values)
By using left squark decay it will be possible to measure spin of 
second lightest neutralino, while direct slepton production will 
allow us to measure slepton spin and distinguish between SUSY          
and UED models.
E l l ki f d t fi t d t ager y oo ng orwar  o rs  a a…
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Backup slides
Background to SUSY searches ATLAS Preliminary




Discovery of 1 TeV SUSY still easy if systematic smaller 
th t ti ti lan s a s ca errors
ETmiss > max(100GeV, 0.2Meff),  pT(j1,j4) > 100, 50 GeV,  ST>0.2
























L 10 fb-1 =  =  
52Meff (GeV)Meff (GeV)
Discovery potential
100 b 1 m
5-σ discovery potential on m0-m1/2 plane (tanβ=10, >0, A0=0)





























Fast simulationBackground: ALPGEN    
M <1 1TeV at L=100 pb-1 (after one week)
The discovery potential for the early data:
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SUSY .          
MSUSY<1.5TeV   at   L=1 fb-1         (after one month)
